
Dark Mirror 
- how can we individually and collectively take the risk of looking into the darkness?

Winter is old, subtle and shy, although the weather – crude, in yer face – can become the 
commonly held Villan, the Beast. Beyond that, at it's core, the winter is deathly sweet. It 
beckons without a voice, just like home does.

Who leads the way through winter? One with a stick, one with a drum.

I see them out there, battling. Armed against the snow, ice, the dark morning. Against 
themselves, against The Invitation. Artificial street light beaming down like a manic god. 
Have to, have to. Do we all have to? 

A black sea-sigh
salt-wounded tension
retracting the dimensions
of me to a singular linearity
a thin string of habit
out there in the street light
blindly replicating itself
that dumb directive
blazing denial

not dumb, no
but limited to a child's crisis management
a line of gravity so tight
it swallows everything -
desire, guilt, glimpses 
of the not-quite-rightness of it all
diffusing all meaning in it's denial.

To beg the king is useless
for I am the king
and the kingdom is crowded in fear, 
desperately burnished with sickening light

look at the jester
opening possibilities with every gesture
his hands, empty
those full eyes unmapped
giving rise to unnameable creations



Inside the forest
I fold myself into the darkness

until bones and blood 
flesh and thought 
breath and dream 

are a dark-spiced infusion 
until darkness is not something other than me.

This is my winter body
my winter boots

my pet
my Queen
 my child

To maintain myself apart from it is the ancient pain
a resistance that tightens around itself

like a self-loathing snake.

My eyes adjust to the dark. I begin to see the shapes, undefined at first. Childhood, old toys, 
my tender shame, my banished resentment – the old and familiar coupled with that which 
has been unseen in the glare of the light. I sit alongside each, smoothing the place between 
us. And then I catch a glimpse beyond them, or perhaps within them. Relief, release. A 
simple open field. Still their shapes remain, transparent ghosts. Fully seen, they become 
thinner, softer, pressing with less gusto at the tender parts of my body. The darkness lends 
it's depths to me, an uncomplexity that makes nothing of itself, and beats and beats and 
beats.

Is it not the dark that bleeds the fruits of tragedy?
Is it not the dark that allows tragedy to be utterly incomprehensible, and at the same time be 
given it's place in a vaster context?

The dark births expansion.
It activates our tender and ferocious depths

a mirror, bearing messages from our most ancient selves
it serves shocking treats, memories piled on platters in a ballroom of freaks

a nightmarish party, where the freaks are ourselves, to be befriended
and the memories are there to be eaten, fully ingested, made part of us, and acknowledged 

for their part in who we are.

As I continue the descent, 
I meet more that my own suffering. 

I meet something that flaps and wails it's discontent, 
thwacking itself against the great body of darkness. 



It is a bigger grief, almost intolerable, a grief that says, 
things are not as you want them to be.

It speaks ungodly truths, about impermanence and cruelty and devastation and the brutality 
of human greed. It says, 

you are a part of this too, 
and I know that no amount of light will dispel the electric zeal of this tragic truth. 

Sit close, bare witness, keep looking in the dark mirror. 

This cthonic party is indeed uncanny – it is a party in a cradle. The cradle of darkness. In it, 
we are held.

Mysterious Mother,
 Primal Void

Baseless Base 
Luminous Darkness

Held by nothingness, emptiness itself, Maha-sunyata. Not only held, but loved. A love that 
rests on nothing. Completely impersonal, and yet it loves you. And it is this that allows the 
soft, slow ripening of our bigger, more transpersonal selves. Our collective body. Like the 
sun and water of the upper world, the darkness is the nourishment of the collective soul. 
Like a seed that must stratify, lying in the damp earth waiting for frost to crack it, again and 
again, scarifying it's tough outer coat, this dark-love is the earth-womb that softens and 
releases us as individuals into fuller communal growth.

It is easy to romanticize darkness, just as it is easy to vilify it. I don't want to deny it's 
discomforting strength, it's unbearable gravity, it's untameable landscape. I want to give it 
back the trust we have taken from it, shining the bright lights of banishment ever more 
manically against the sobering mirror of darkness. I want to give it back the respect we have
withheld from it, the honour we have denied it. 

The dark asks us to take a risk. And taking a risk means to hold to a higher truth that the one
we are currently living. Without this willingness to risk our current selves for our deeper, 
fuller selves, we will wander forever lost and incomplete in a world of artificial light, blind 
to The Invitation that beckons in the darkness, numb to the enchantment of the earth-womb, 
ignorant of the promise of touching nothing and rising again with the gifts of the dark in our
blood.

I take this risk not for myself alone. I take this risk because the world is begging me to. I 
take this risk so that I can go so far inside myself that I can touch the common root, the 
ancient lineage, and birth again in solidarity with all things. 


